
                                                                    
 

Ride for Women 2016 in Serbia – report 

 

Ride4Women has been launched three years ago as the program aimed to increase 
awareness about gynecological cancer. This program with its main activity of bicycle riding 
across the Europe, has already overcame the boundaries of Austria where it arose and got an 
international character. This year, ESGO Prevention Task  Force has actively participating the 
program, thus giving official ESGO endorsement  to Ride4Women. 

On the Ride4Women 2016 way from Graz to Istanbul, a large part of the route was going 
through Serbia. The ride of international team of bicyclists was supported by local promotive 
activity under the slogan „Be faster“. This slogan has been used in Serbia for the Cervical 
cancer prevention week since 2009. The fact that Ride4Women uses practically the same 
slogan, shows how similar are both programs in their mission to promote the need for 
prevention and early detection of gynecological cancer. 

The event in Serbia was organized by Serbian Society for colposcopy and Cervical Pathology 
and Cycling society of Belgrade, under the auspices of Ministry of Health. Serbian Society for 
Gynecologic Oncology,  Merkur insurance, Ciklo svet Serbia cycling society and Patients’ 
group Milica with their cicyling section „Give a pedal to the cancer“ were active partners in the 
whole program. 

From the entrance to Serbia, the Ride4Women team was accompanied by local byciclists. The 
impressive network of local cycling clubs was organized by Cycling Society of Belgrade. Ciklo 
svet Serbia gave particular contribution in motivation and mobilisation of local byciclists to join 
the event.  

 

 



At the same time Serbian traffic police has been providing not only official surveillance, but 
took the active part in supporting bicyclists in their aim to spread the message about the need 
of prevention. 

 

The Media conference organized in Serbian Institute for Public Helath, on 6th May was the 
chance to present the whole program to the public. The broches „Be faster“ donated by ESGO 
were wore by the journalists, reminding all the time on the human character of the program. 

 

 

Farwell event in Belgrade was organized on 7th May, in front of the Town Hall. Bicyclists from 
Belgrade, from the youngest ones, to the oldest participant who is 94 years old, escorted 
Ride4Women team to Smedervo, a beautiful historical town on Danube, where a pleasant 
break was organized. Cycling society „Ciklo svet Serbia“ gave particular contribution in 
motivation and mobilisation of local byciclists to join the event.  



 

 

 

 

 

Jagodina, one of the Serbian towns Ride4Women was passing through,  provided not only the 
local company for ride, but warm, friendly atmosphere to the guest team.  



 

 

 

 

More of that, Ride4Women motivated society „ Bicyclists of Jagodina“ to organize their own 
ride under the slogan „Be faster“. This ride will start on 24th June and will go through 10 towns 
in Serbia, along 600 km, spreading the message about the importance of prevention of 
gynecological cancer.  



 

 

Serbian summer ride will be again supported by Serbian society for colposcopy. We see 
Serbian „Be faster“ as the begining of ESGO-Ride4Women network. We wish this activity to 
become traditional and  regional, building bridge between East and West, joining in Belgrade. 
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